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involved pledging the revenue of the Portuguese colonies.51
This Convention is important1 because it aimed to re-
move one source of rivalry and friction between England
and Germany, and became the basis of later negotiations in
1912-1914 for a fair and reasonable agreement for a further
contingent rearrangement of colonial possessions. But it
also became a source of irritation and suspicion on Ger-
many's part. The Kaiser and Billow overestimated Por-
tugal's financial embarrassment. They waited in vain for
the loan which would bring the expected results from the
treaty. Lord Salisbury refused to hinder Portugal from
making other loans which did not involve pledging the tolls
as agreed in the treaty. In this he was justified by the
wording of the treaty, but the Kaiser and his advisers
thought it contrary to its spirit. They had expected Eng-
land would use her influence to prevent Portugal finding
any other sources of credit, thus hastening the moment for
the contingent partition.
But, instead of this, the Germans soon observed closer
relations between Lisbon and London after the visit of
King Carlos to Windsor in the spring of 1899. And in
fact, upon the outbreak of the Boer War, by the secret
Anglo-Portuguese Declaration of October 14, 1899 (often
inaccurately called the "Windsor Treaty"), Lord Salisbury
renewed with Portugal the old treaty of 1081 by which
England promised to defend and protect all the Portuguese
colonies* In return, Portugal undertook not to permit the
transporting of munitions of war for the Boers into the
Transvaal, and not to issue any formal declaration of
neutrality, inasmuch as that would hinder the supplying
of coal to British warships at Delagoa Bay. Observing this
close Anglo-Portuguese friendship and the failure of the
Anglo-German treaty to produce the hoped-for results, the
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